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Falcons
to finish
migrating
Final 400 students set to
transfer to FalconMail
By Jonathan Keilholx
Repo'le'

Less than a month after
Informational
Technology
Services began migrating email
accounts to FalconMail, only
•400 "anomalies" remain on the
University's system, according
to ITS.
"Conceptually, transitioning
email addresses isn't that difficult, but there are lots of nuances, said Matt llaschak. ITS director. "It's complex from the perspective that we started about 10
months ago and we had to figure
out how to manage and market

YvoVJ^

FalconMail."
One of the complexities was
determining how to switch students to the Microsoft based
email client.
A.). Fuller. ITS systems administrator, worked with a team every
day for the past 30 days to make
the transition.
"Hvery day we did migrations," Fuller said. "We initiated
a process that told the server to
route messages to FalconMail.
We also sent an email beforehand to let the user know the
change would happen."
Fuller said some students are
uncertain about the change.
"Nobody likes change." Fuller
said. "Change is difficult. Plus,
1 don't think people understand
that your University email is not
deactivated."
Haschak reminds students that
they and future students will continue to receive emails sent to
their "bgsu.edu" addresses.
"Students
official
email
addresses are still username@
bgsu.edu'." Haschak said. "The
'username^f alcon.bgsu.edu'
address is mostly used for signing
into the Microsoft Live client."
llaschak said the Microsoft
Live client enhances student
e-mail activity.
"Now we can provide stu-

VM^
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See MAIL | Page 2

Mazey invites students to compete
in holiday video contest
Students offered scholarship prize for winning video

Student recovers from Halloween
weekend assault outside Courthouse

ByTiaWood.1
Reporter

University students are being
offered a way to win scholarship
money through the "President's
Holiday Video Creeling Contest."
President Mary 1-llen Mazey and
the marketing and communications office are coordinating the
contest for all University students
"in good academic standing" who
wish to produce a holiday video
greeting for the University.
"I've been so impressed with the
talent I've seen in our students,"
Mazey said. "It seems like a wonderful way to showcase some of the
work they produce and share it with
our alumni and friends."
The first place prize is a $500
scholarship, the second place prize

is a $250 scholarship and the third
place prize is a $125 scholarship,
according to the BGSU website
contest page. Scholarship money
awarded may be used for any BGSU
educational expense.
Robin Gerrow, chief communications officer, said while the
University has sent electronic video
cards the past two years, this year
the marketing and communications office pitched a new idea to
the President.
Mazey loves getting students
more engaged with University matters and this was the idea behind
the contest, Gerrow said.
"She is always encouraging us to
See VIDEO | Page 2

By Bobby Waddle
In Focus Editor

When University senior Spencer
Miller found Matthew Ralston
lying outside of the Wood County
Courthouse, he thought it was just
a Halloween prank.
"At first we thought it was a
joke, like he was going to jump up
and try to scare us or something,"
Miller said. "We got closer and we
realized he was laying in a pool of
his own blood."
Ralston, a junior at the University
from Beavercreek, Ohio, has no
memory of the incident or what
led up to it. and there were no
witnesses or suspects. He woke
up at Mercy St. Vincent Medical
Center in Toledo, with a tube in his

throat after being transported by
Life Flight, according to the police
report.
Ralston also suffered a concussion, a broken bone around his left
eye, soft tissue damage in his neck
and a wound on his head that was
put back together with nine staples,
according to the police report.
Ralston, who is back at school,
had one surgery on his eye. is taking painkillers to ease his pain and
is continueing his doctor's visits.
"When 1 woke up I was surpi bed
more than anything," Ralston said.
"I was like, "Why ... am I in a hospital?' Since they hit me with a
concussion, I blacked out. I don't
remember like three or four hours
prior to them assaulting me."
Ralston's assault was the first
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SPORTS

Fans react to final installment

Dreams grow, return over time

Basketball starts regular season

Harry Potter fans say goodbye to new

Forum Editor Stephan Reed shares his dream

The Falcon men's basketball team will start its

books, films with the release of "Harry

of playing his songs for an audience This dream

regular season Friday night against Howard. Last

Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2"

has changed to a new dream, but the old one

season the Falcons played Howard on the road and

this Friday | Page 8

can still be saved for the future | Page 4

lost 54 521 Page 5

Matthew
Ralston
Assault Victim

of two in the morning hours of
Oct. 29.

After his assault was reported
at 12:42 a.m.. another assault was
reported in Bowling Green near
East Oak and North Prospect
streets where, four males assaulted someone, according to police
reports. Unlike Ralston's case,
three suspects have been taken
into custody: Justin and Jacob
Morel along with Rogelio Guerra IV
See ASSAULT | Page 2

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How do you feel about FalconMail?
JEFF MUCH
Sophomore, Pre-Med
"I don't like it; I was used to the
old email; our names are too
long" | Page 4
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BLOTTER
TUES., NOV. 8
1:41A.M.
GeorgePBegallalV26.of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
within the 800 block of 3rd St
He was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.

1:54 P.M.
Complainant reported giving
out all of her personal information and bank account information to a caller within the
1700 block of Juniper Court.
She believed the caller was
from Key Bank, but was notified by the bank that it never
called her. She closed her
account and was advised to
have a credit card check done

Sheriffs Office He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center. Pargo had
allegedly punched Claybaugh
in the face several times.

4:03 P.M.
Wr ight Tire and Auto reported cash stolen within the 2000
block of Victory Lane.

9:43 P.M.

659 AM
Complainant reported a vandalized mailbox within the 700
block of Birch St
7:05 A.M.
Complainant reported a 46"
Sony Bravia LED television
stolen sometime overnight
within the 200 block of S.
College Drive. It is valued at
.-.bout $1299.

4:05 P.M.
Janice Rose Schetter. 18. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
shoplifting at Walmart.

8 43 A.M.
Complainant reported construction cones stolen sometime between 4:30-8:30 a.m.
within the 300 block of Palmer
Ave

8:32 P.M.
Carl Dustin Pargo. 19. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for assault within the 100 block
of State Ave; and Jeffrey D.
Claybaugh. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested on a
felony probation violation warrant from the Wood County

9:12 P.M.
Jeffrey H. Crawford. 20, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia within the
100 block of Ordway Ave.

Joshua Lee Shellenberg, 26. of
Findlay. was arrested for theft/
shoplifting at Meijer. She was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center after allegedly
shoplifting $24.99 in merchandise

WED., NOV. 9
12:14 A.M.
Alexa P McNeal. 19. of Toledo,
and Emma Catherine Tate,
19. of Bowling Green, were
cited for underage possession
and open container of alcohol
within the 500 block of Leroy
Ave

WWW8GNEWSCOM

CORRECTION
POLICY

CAMPUS
BRIEF

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966

SMOKE OUT
program returns

CORRECTIONS

The Office of Residence Life, along
with the City of Bowling Green's
Fire Division and the Office of
Environmental Health and Safety, is
sponsoring a campus wide SMOKE
OUT event for students Thursday.
Nov. 10,

The story "Ohio voters reject
Issue 2" incorrectly cited the
voting results from the Ohio
Secretary of State website in
the Wednesday. Nov. 9 print
edition of The BG News. The
sentence should have read "39
percent voted yes' on Issue 2,"
not 31 percent.

SMOKE OUT is raising awareness
to students living on campus about
the dangers of fires in the residence
halls. Residents will learn some tips
about how to prevent fires from happening as well as how to exit their
building safely if there is ever a fire.

In the Wednesday. Nov. 9 edition of The BG News, the story
"War in the wards" incorrectly
named the 3rd Ward and 4th
Ward winners. It named the
3rd Ward winner as Gregory
Robinette and the 4th Ward
winner as Mike Aspacher.
Aspacher is actually the 3rd
Ward winner and Robinette is
actually the 4th Ward winner.

The event will be held at
McDonald East on the first floor and
the students will walk through a real
life smoke simulation in a residence
hall, which will tale about 15 minutes

WOLFE
From Page 1

ASSAULT
Fn

were charged with felonious
assault.
It is unknown whether
or not there is a connection between the assaults,
but the number of reported
assaults decreased, with 254
in 2010 and 130 as of October
2011, said Brad Biller, I.t. of
the Bowling Green Police
Division.
"We're paying closer attention as a community to what
is going on, that 1 think is
a large part because of the
mod ia coverage, a nd because
of some of the involvements
of the University with this
process.'' Biller said.

VIDEO
From Page 1
get students more invotveav
she said. "We came up with
this idea and she loved it."
The holiday video greeting
will be sent out to alumni
and friends and students.
Cierrowsaid.
In order to inform students
and promote the contest, it

Biller also said that even
though he cannot put a
number on it, he would say
that in a high percentage of
assault incidents, both parties would have consumed
alcohol.
Ralston, who is 21, said he
had been consuming alcohol that evening. Ralston
was walking to the bars
with some friends and was
yelling at people near Ridge
Street, according to the
police report.
It was not antagonistic
as far as Ralston knows,
because he tends to enthusiastically yell "Woo!" when
walking down the street.
"1 don't think 1 was lantagonistic], because I'm usually very friendly," Ralston

said. "My knuckles weren't
bloody, my knuckles weren't
bruised. I just got... rocked,
basically."
1 le became separated from
his group before the attack
happened near Courthouse
Square, and said the attack
occured where outside the
range of the building's security cameras.
Ralston is also unsure of
the possible motive of his
attackers.
"They didn't take anything," he said. "I thought
1 was going to get mugged,
but 1 had a brand-new phone
and they didn't take that or
anything. I was more surprised about that."
He learned a lesson to
stay with his friends and

not wander around, and his
friends will not let them out
of their sight now, he said.
"I think everyone else was
more concerned about me
getting hurt than I was,"
Ralston said.
It is important for people
to travel in groups and stay
in populated areas while
traveling at night, Biller said.
Miller offered the alternative
of utilizing the city's "reasonably priced" taxi services
instead of walking.
"I would say just take the
most direct route home and
stay in well-lit areas, but that
doesn't really apply here
because he was right in front
of the Courthouse when
someone clearly dropped
him," Miller said.

was advertised in campus
updates on Oct. 27, she said.
The holiday video greeting
can cover a variety of many
things, Gerrow said.
"The submissions can
include film, pictures or animations," she said. "It just
depends upon what the student wants to submit."
Students are allowed one
entry each and must follow
certain criteria which is out-

lined on the website. The
deadline for the contest is
Nov. 28 at 5 p.m.
"All entries will be reviewed
by a panel of judges selected
by the Office of the President.
Videos will be judged on creativity and artistic merit. The
winners will be notified by
email or phone," according to
the website,
Gerrow said she would love
to see what the students are

going to come up with.
"1 think our alumni and
friends will really enjoy the
video greeting," Gerrow said.
The winning holiday video
greeting is planned to be distributed sometime in early
December, she said.
For further contest rules
and details, students can visit
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/president/pagel03101.
html.

said.

"Gome see inside the
building on Dec. 8 for the
BGSUARTSXevent," Shields
said. "There will be a play
presented in February in the
new Eva Marie Saint Theatre
as well as a major orchestra and choral concert in the
Donnell Theater."
Freshman
Sierra

MAIL
From Page 1
dents with a robust email
solution," Haschak said.
"Students have SkyDrive
Iwhich is a file uploading
application with 10 GB of
spacel and Microsoft Lite
Isimpler versions of Word,
PowerPoint and Excel|."
Some students disagree
with ITS's decision to start
migrating students in
October.
"There was just a lot of
confusion doing it in the
middle of the semester,"
said freshman Chelsea
Frankboner. "I don't think
people knew what was
going on."
However, ITS officials
believe the timing for

m

Jennifer
Poggiali
Falcon
Heights Hall
Director

to run through.

"I am hoping for a turn out of at
least 200 participants We will turn
this into an annual event if the turnout is good," said Jennifer Poggiali.
hall director of Fakon Heights.
This will be SMOKE OUT's
second time on campus. The event
was previously hosted in Rogers
Quadrangle before it was knocked
done and there was an outstanding
turn out, Poggiali said.
"This is something that not only
students living on campus can
attend, but anyone can stop by."
Poggiali said.
The groups hosting the event will
be raffling off gift cards to students
who stop by.

Thompson is scheduled to
take classes at the Wolfe
Center next semester.
"I am excited that the
Wolfe Center will be opening
soon," Thompson said. "The
building looks so unique
from the outside, so I can't
wait to see what the inside
looks like as well. I am taking
a class next semester called
THFM 1410. It is called The
Theatre Experience and will
be held at the Wolfe Center."

migrations was appropriate.
"How often do students
check their email in the
summer?" Haschak asked.
"Rarely. Nobody pays attention. So we did it when students were at school checking their inboxes."
If FalconMail users have
issues, Haschak encourages
them to seek online help.
"If students are having
issues with mobile syncing or anything along those
lines, we continually update
the frequently asked questions page," I laschak said.
Students can check out
the ITS web site is http://
www.bgsu.edu/its for help
and more information on
FalconMail and the last of
its migrations.

Come check us out online
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Campus' biggest fans celebrate the end of 'the boy who lived'
ByMattUuM
Pulse Edrtor

When the University's
Quidditch team travels to New York City
this weekend to compete in the
World Cup, they will be watching the newest "Harry

o

PotterDVD in their van.
"Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2" will
be released Friday, 10 years
after the first movie and 14 years
after the book that introduced the
world to a young orphan wizard
with a lightning-bolt shaped scar
on his forehead.
The DVD release
will be
cel-

-Ml)
OHPH

LCD
O
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ebrated
by many.
"At least six
[team members] will
be buying the DVD at midnight," said Alexis Moody, captain of the team and president of
the BG Marauders, a campus club
devoted to Harry Potter. The vans
will have laptops and game consoles to play the movie, Moody
said.
The team will be competing
in the Division I championship
this Saturday and Sunday with
94 other teams from all over the
world. At stake is a trophy, prize
money and the "glory of beating
the people that created the sport,"
Moody said.
"It's really a dream come true,"
Moody said. "Ever since I read
about Quidditch in the first book

... it's my favorite thing about the
series."
Moody started the University
team after hearing about some
colleges that offered the sport.
Now she is the state representative, recruiting more Quidditch
teams in Ohio.
The DVD release is a monumental time for Moody and other
"Potter-heads" all over the
country. Some fans find
themselves suffering from "Post-

example of our generation."
Instructor Raymond Schuck
agrees. He recalled wanting to
slow down when he was reading
the final chapters of "Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows" for the
first time.
Schuck teaches a Harry Potterbased literature class about every
two years. The class consists of
reading the books and a series of
essays while talking about connections and creative ideas about
the culture of the
series. He even
connects
the popular
Pink
Floyd song
"Another
Brick in the
Wall" to the
fifth
book,
"Harry Potter
and the
Order
of the

Pheonix"
in one of
his lectures.
Schuck
has read all
of the books
multiple
times and
owns the
British
and
Potter

Depression" wilh
no new movies or books to
look forward to in the series.
"It's a little bit sad," Moody said.
"But 'Harry Potter' isn't dead.
It's still living; breathing. It's an

Spanish
versions as well.
"They have a prominent place
on the shelves," Schuck said, add-

ing that the series is a favorite, on
par with "Dune," "Star Wars" and
"The Lord of the Rings."
Schuck has mixed feelings
about the movies though. He said
his favorite book was the fifth, but
it was his least favorite movie. He
said he likes the visual effects of
the films and puts them on in the
background while he works sometimes.
But when the last movie came
out over the summer, Schuck was
sad to see it all end.
"I didn't think it would hit me,"
Schuck said. "(But] it's really over,
until Hollywood remakes them."
Schuck said he started to tear
up during the*epiIogue scene that
took place 19 years later, which
he remembered not liking in the
book but enjoying in the film.
Schuck said he will be buying
the DVD after it comes out Friday.
Not everyone is as sad.
Co-captain and beater Amanda
Godfrey said she isn't too
sad, mostly because she plays
Quidditch for the University.
"I love the books, [but] everything has an end," Godfrey said.
Though she is not belittling the
impact of the series. They were
"the books to read in elementary
school," she said.
One thing any fan can look
forward to is Pottermore.com,
the new Harry Potter site from
J.K. Rowling. The site combines
electronic versions of the books
with an interactive world fans
can explore, according to Time
Magazine. Moody and Godfrey
have signed onto the site and both
were sorted into Gryffindor, the
famous house Harry was in.
"Harry Potter has created an
amazing community," Moody
said.
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1. Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer's
Stone (2001)
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Come with us as we
trace Harry Potter
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through each movie
2. Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets (2002)
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3. Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban (2004)
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5. Harry Potter and the
Order of the Phoenix
(2007)

6. Harry Potter
and the Half-Blood
Prince (2009)

7. Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part 1+2(2010-2011)

POST POTTER
DEPRESSION
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"The building looks so unique from the outside, so I can't wait to see
what the inside looks like as well."
- Freshman Sierra Thompson on the completion of the Wolfe Center [see story, pg. 1].
Thuisday. November )0 - Sunday, November 15,2011 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET How do youfeel about FalconMail?
"I'm a grad student

"Everyone

"I like it it's the

"1 like it it's a lot

f\ vtsrrusAT

so I don't have to

complains about it

same, but

like my Microsoft

K?

use it"

it's not that bad"

different"

email"

QUINCY
THOMAS
Graduate Student.
Theater

DAKOTA
LOUSE
Sophomore.
MUSK Education

ZACH
VINIHGER
Freshman.
Music Education

JANELL
MANDLEY
Freshman.
Interior Design
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Have your own take on
today's People On The

Look for blessings
not problems
,

TARA KELLER
COLUMNIST

bSPk
"My grades are good,
the weekend is steadily
approaching and my loved
ones are happy and safe."
This sentence, usually a
varied version of it. is something I mentally repeat every
morning.
I sit up. try not to crack my
temple on the ceiling from
my place in my lofted bed
and count my blessings.
1 like lo start my day focusing on the positive things
that will happen.
No, 1 don't completely forget about that huge test or
a tedious load of laundry,
but I revel in the fact I'll get
to hang out with my friends
afterward.
Throughout my busy
schedule. I keep track of
everything I'm blessed to
have.
It could be as small as
Outtakes being well-stocked
with my favorite candy, or
as big as being healthy and
content with my life.
It may sound like advice
fromanold religious woman,
but I guarantee counting
your blessings is the fastest
way to improve your day.
Whenever something bad
or negative happens. I always
try to find the good cleverly
embedded.
For example, over fall
break my eye doctor told me,
a sophomore in college, that I
looked like a 12-year-old.
Being mistaken for a prepubescent middle schooler
understandably didn't boost
my body confidence.
However, my mom told
me one day I'll appreciate
my youthful appearance few
others have.
I counted my blessings,
A slightly more serious situation happened a few years

ago when my family's trusted minivan broke down.
Luckily, the aged car
decided to pass away right
in front of a Wal-Mart filled
with helpful mechanics.
If this vehicular meltdown
happened a mere twelve
hours later, we would've been
stranded on a major highway
a couple hours from home.
Consider my blessings
counted.
In science class, we learn
that for every action there's
an equal and opposite reaction.
People can apply this
methodology to basically
anything.
1 like to think if I'm having
some bad luck, good fortunes
are waiting just around the
corner to neutralize it.
Every cloud has a silver
lining.
You just have to find it.
It may take some practice,
but looking on the flip side
of things and counting your
blessings will pay off.
My thoughts might go like
this:
It's cold out, and I didn't
bring a jacket, but the leaves
are colored so beautifully I'm
going to stay outside just to
take it all in.
My roommate's regrettably gone for the weekend,
so I'm going to go watch
ridiculous YouTube videos
with the guys down hall and
laugh harder than I have in a
longtime.
If you begin your day with
a quick blessings count, you
may find you have more than
you originally thought.
Life may not always seem
like it. but we're blessed in so
many ways.
The true blessing, however, is the ability to recognize
the hidden light in a situation
full of darkness.

Respond to Tarn at
lhenews@bgnews.com

forum
tephan
28 - Tara Keller - Columnist
@JMatthewThacker - Matt Thacker - Columnist
@MathewDavoli - Mathew Davoli - Columnist

Suicide merits more
than religious solutions
I have many issues with the
recent editorial "There is
hope for suicide prevention."
For one, I do not believe
the author has much of an
idea of what depression is
and the reasons that lead
people to commit suicide.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454051 Phone: (419) 572-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://wwwbgnews com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

A person cannot simply
choose to not be depressed
or flip a switch to make
themselves feel better.
Lying to yourself that the
world around you is beautiful is not beneficial for people that suffer from depression and consider suicide.
The idea there is a "God"
that could magically help

you supernaturally is a
truly ridiculous claim. In
fact, people that believe
that a "God" will reach out
and make someone better
with only a few prayers and
thoughts need to seriously
step back and focus on the
actual person suffering.
There are medical and
therapeutic options for peo-

ple beyond the supernatural
that should be the focus.
The author simply created an editorial that could
be potentially dangerous for
many people.

Coffin Stegeman
Graduate Assistant
cstegem@bgsu.edu

SEAN CARVER 11 MB., MEWS

Dreams do not die, live for each day
I am stricken with crippling
nostalgia each year the night
before my birthday.
I begin to ponder my life
and how I did not appreciate each day as it came and
passed. This past year, the
366 days before my birthday
seemed to fly by me.
As each year comes to a
close, they begin to come and
go faster.
However, I found the
source of my longing for the
past: dreams, aspirations
and hope.
As the years pass by, I begin
to worry that I will not be able
to chase my dreams, that my
goals of being a performing
musician will pass me by and
my unrealistic stage life will

never come through.
These thoughts result in
nostalgia because I once had
the time, energy and lack of
responsibilities associated
with living my dream. But
now I have school, a job and
a workout regime which all
seemingly stand in the way of
what I really want to be doing
I feel 1 am not the only one
with such a problem.
Walking through campus,
I see worn frowns that have
replaced the once gleaming
smile of a promising future.
The "real world" seems to
get people down.
As soon as some students reach the college
level they have a sense of
freedom but after the first
year, that happiness fades
and is replaced with student loans, exams, internships and review sessions.
But I learned is this is not
the end all. Because 1 am

working and responsible
does not mean I have lost
my dreams.
It just means my dreams
have changed.
When I shut my eyes
before, I saw myself in front
of thousands of people playing songs 1 wrote, singing the
words that flowed through
my pen first.
Now I see thousands of peo pie listening to my thoughts,
reading the words that flowed
through my pen first.
I implore people to not
dread their days in classes, to
not work through their week
mindlessly or to just party on
the weekend.
Everybody's working for
the weekend; imagine if they
could find solace in their
everyday lives?
My goal for everyone is
to appreciate each day as it
comes. Working like a zombie all week just for one or

two nights of freedom on the
weekend should not cut it
for you.
Each day should be valued.
We only have so much time
here and yes, we may spend a
lot in classes or doing homework, but if you keep your
eye on your dreams and youi
efforts on the tasks that face
you every day, you can have
a new appreciation for the
world around you.
Don't let your days pass you
by in the blink of an eye. Don't
go one night without a dream.
Don't lose hope for your ideal
lifestyle.
Just because you may have
a new dream does not mean
that your old one has failed or
that you have to give up on it.
You may just be saving that
dream for a different night.
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Men's basketball plays Howard
in first regular season basketball
game at the Stroh Center

Sports Staff

After months of waiting, the
BG men's basketball team will
finally begin the Stroh Center
era Friday night.
While the Falcons have
already played a game at the
Stroh, they will open the regular season Friday at 7 p.m.
against I Ioward.
Last season, BG lost to
Howard, 54-52. In that
game, Thomas and
Black combined for 30
ofBG's 52 points.
Last
season,
Howard
finished
6-24, including an
0-13 mark on the road.
In last week's exhibition game, the Falcons
easily handled an overmatched Tiffin team, holding it to 27.8 percent shooting from the field and 40
total points. The Falcons

BG hockey looks to
get back on track
against Canisius
ByM.ttNy.
Reporter

"We were ok on the
power-play, but we

The BG hockey team will be back
in action this weekend hosting
the Canisius Golden Griffins. The
game Friday will start at 7:05p.m.,
while the game Saturday will start
at 4:05 p.m.
BG (4-5-1,1-5-OCentralCollegiate
Hockey Association) is currently
on a five-game losing streak and is
once again struggling in the CCHA.
With facing No. 5 and No. 10 in consecutive weekends, facing a team
from a different conference will
serve as a nice break.
Junior goalie Andrew Hammond
had a rough weekend as he allowed
four goals in the first game and was
pulled in the second game after giving up three quick goals.
Coach Chris Bergeron said he
expects I lammond to rebound and
be great the next time he's on the ice.
"He just has to be Andrew, that's
enough," Bergeron said. "He doesn't
have to be superman."
Offensively, it has been a struggle
again this year for the Falcons. They
rank last in the CCIIA in scoring and
though they have produced a lot of
shots every game so far, the shots are
not finding the back of the net.
The one bright spot for the
Falcons has been the play of sophomore Bryce Williamson on the
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also held Tiffin to 2-for-16
three-point shooting.
In the exhibition game,
head coach Louis Orr started
a lineup of Cameron Black
and center, Scott Thomas
and A'uston Calhoun at forward and Dee Brown and
Jordon Crawford at guard.
However, every member
of the Falcons played and
scored at least one point.
Crawford had a strong
game for BG, leading the team
with 14 points and six assists.
"We just wanted to go out
there and have fun, work on
the things we did in practice,"
Crawford said after BG's 85-40
win over Tiffin.
Luke ki,ius also scored in
double figures for BG, dropping 11 points on 3-of-6 threepoint shooting.
Scott Thomas also had a
strong game, putting up nine
points, eight rebounds and
three assists.

definitely need to be
more intense."
Chris Bergeron | BG Coach

offensive end. I Ie has the team lead
in goals on the season with five
and ranks eighth in the CCHA in
scoring. Fellow sophomore Cam
Wojtala has recorded a team-high
nine points on the season, including seven assists, which ranks him
sixth in the CCHA.
Due to a fight alter the game
Saturday night, Hobby Shea and
Brett Mohler will he sitting one
game after being disqualified
because of the brawl.
Bergeron said his team played
good at times last weekend, but
lacked consistency.
"We were ok on the power-play,
but we definitely need to be more
intense," he said. "We have to be
ready this weekend."
The Canisius Golden Griffins
(2-3-1. 2-1-1 Atlantic Hockey
Association! are coming off
a weekend split with Bentley
University. The Griffins, like BG,
See HOCKEY | Page 6

Penn State scandal could
I
Pi
'I
shatter Katernos legacy

"If we can't protect our children
then we, as a society, are pathetic,"
said Matt Millen, a former Penn
State linebacker and current ESPN
analyst.
Millen showed emotion during
an interview discussing the current child sex abuse scandal at Penn
State. Being a standout linebacker
during his tenure at Penn State,
Millen played for defensive coordinator, Jerry Sandusky.
Sandusky was recently accused of
molestation and rape of nine boys
after one of his victims came forward.
The thing that just seems unfathomable to me is how many people
knew about this situation and chose
to look the other way.
Penn State Athletic Director
Tim Curley and Vice President for
finance and business, Gary Schultz,
knew of the sexual abuse Sandusky
was partaking in after a 2002 incident involving the rape of a boy
who was presumed to be about 10
years old.
An incident was reported to head
coach loe Paterno by a graduate
assistant who witnessed sexual
activity between Sandusky and a
boy. Paterno then told Curley and
Shultz and set up a meeting with
the graduate assistant. The two men
informed the graduate assistant
they would look into it further but
decided to ignore it and look the
other way.
I'm not ready to chastise Paterno
just yet because it is still unclear of

FACEBOOK

the actual information he was given.
If it is true that he was aware of inappropriate sexual activity between
Sandusky and the boy, he should be
disciplined just as severely as Curley
and Shultz.
His legacy will be shattered and
rightfully so. The magnitude of
something like this far outweighs
football and should be handled
accordingly.
Those who ignored these inappropriate actions are just as guilty
as Sandusky. Those who chose to
ignore this and decided that it was
more important to save the integrity of the football program than to
save a young child, and potentially
more children from being scarred
for life, need to seriously reexamine
themselves.
Sandusky must have had some
sort of mental disability that led
him to continue to do these heinous
things to these boys. He couldn't
stop and he needed help.
There were plenty of opportunities for someone to step in and put
a stop to it, but they chose to take
the coward's way out. These people
knew it was wrong and could have
prevented the abuse after the second victim bin ignored it an-' are
equally to blame.
It is just sickening to think that
some people can ignore emotional
disturbances of young children just
so that their college football program
can continue to make millions.
I am a huge sports fan, but situations like this one really make me
take a step back and think about how
menial sports really are in the grand
scheme of things. We aren't talking
See BAKER | Page 6
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EMILY KAUTH. BG middle. No.6. Nocks a spile, while Danielle lonyan (No 5. white) jumps as backup, during BG's 3-2 loss to Ohro earlier this season

BG volleyball closes regular season
with matches against Miami, NIU
ByNkkM»rlow
Reporter

It's looking like the Falcons will
be playing in Geneva, Ohio next
weekend in the Mid-American
Conference Tournament.
Even if the Falcons, with a 19-9
record, loses its final two matches
to Miami and Northern Illinois,
the odds are with them. At 6-8 in
the MAC, the Falcons sit in seventh
place — with the top 8 making the
tournament — needing one win to
clinch. In the event the Falcons lose
their last two matches, they would
only need Buffalo to lose one of its
two matches this weekend to get in.
For ninth place Buffalo (11-17,
4-10 MAC) to get into the tournament, it needs the Falcons and
Miami to lose both of its matches
and to beat MAC East leader Ohio
University (19-9, 11-3 MAC) and

Kent State on the road.
But — as with the St. Louis
Cardinals recently crowned World
Series Champions after being 10
games back in the playoff race in
September — the Falcons do not
want to leave it up to chance.
"We always want to be in control of our own destiny; not hoping so-and-so beats so-and-so, or
this or that happens on Saturday,"
coach Denise Van De Walle said.
"The plan is we get it done on
Thursday night."
The Falcons and Miami have
fared similarly in MAC play, winning most of the matches they
should have won while losing the
others. The Falcons took the first
match between the two in a competitive five-setter at the Stroh early
in October.
"We looked |on film] at the

SPORTS ONLINE
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match where we played t hem here,"
Van De Walle said. "We saw two
very good teams battling out, until
Bowling Green got hot in the fifth
set and beat |the Red I lawks] 15-9.
On paper Miami won the match,
but in the gym, here between the
lines (motioning to the court), the
falcons won.
"We're very similar teams. They
got a couple lefties, we've got a couple lefties. We run a modified 6-2;
they run a pure 6-2. That means
we have two setters and they have
two setters. So we're very similar on
how we do things."
Thursday's match will take
place in Oxford. Ohio, though it
is difficult to gauge how much of
an advantage the setting gives the
SeeNETTERS|Paqe6
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Women's basketball starts season against Dayton
ByMkh.!.Wy.ocki

"Bottom line is we still have dreams,

Assistant Sports Editor

The Falcons were picked
to win the Mid-American
Conference East Division in
2012.
After graduating four starters and six seniors, head
coach Curt Miller was "pleasantly surprised" to see such
positive poll results. The
Falcons surpassed — in order
— Miami. Akron, Kent State,
Ohio and Buffalo for the title.
"Certainly with nine freshmen and sophomores Ithere
are] some wide-eyed, deer in
headlights look at times, on
not knowing exactly what to
do, but I'm very excited about
the work ethic of this young
team," Miller said.
The Falcons have eight
consecutive
divisional
titles, and they are looking
for their ninth.
Returning only one
starter to the court from
the
2010-11
season,
Chrissy Steffen, the junior
guard was selected to the
Preseason All-MAC Team.
The women's basketball
team will start off their season on the road against the
Dayton Flyers.
"It's a daunting task to face
a veteran team on the road
like Dayton," Miller said. "We
realize we are going to be a
better team in Jan. or Feb.,
but we are ready to compete."
Last year the Falcons finished 28-5. winning the east
division and three postseason MAC tournament championship games.
The Falcons have seen the
postseason five times in the
last seven years.
Miller considers this a
rebuilding year, although his

NETTERS
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RedHawks because they are
2-4 at home — including a
loss to 10-19 Kent State —
and 3-5 on the road in conference play.
Yet the atmosphere will be
a bit different for the Falcons.
"Their fans are a little
rougher than our fans,"
Van De Walle said. "They
get on you, they get the
program. They're calling
your name non-stop and
they hassle you."
The RedHawks do not have
one dominant outside hitter,
but have several weapons
that setter Amy Kendall goes
to equally. Their top five hitters tightly range from 157228 kills. Tied for third in the
conference with the Falcons'
Paige Penrod in aces, Kendall
is the RedHawks most potent
force in their serving game.

aspirations and goals, but we are
realistic and know it's not
going to happen overnight."
Curt Miller I BG Women's Basketball Coach

expectations and the culture
of the team hasn't changed.
His coaching approach has
changed slightly this season
compared to past seasons. He
said before he used to manage
the talent and now, because
of the youth, the coaches are
focused on teaching.
"It's been fun for the
coaching staff," Miller said."
We don't get as much in as
practice because we have
to stop more, but the teaching for a young team is very
important."
In their recent 72-45
preseason win over the
University of Findlay,
the Falcons were able to
give reps to some of their
younger players.
This was the six consecutive November the Falcons
and Flyers have met in a
matchup.
Forward Danielle Havel
had nine points and a gamehigh of 14 rebounds. Overall
the Falcons outrebounded
Findlay 55-30.
Several players contributed to the Falcons' success:
sophomore Noelle Yoder
put up eight points off the
bench, along with fessica
Slagle, and Alexis Rogers
and Jasmine Matthews, who
each sank seven.
The Falcons are already
down a member. Freshman
Kaila Hulls recently suffered
an anterior cruciate ligament

injury and has been deemed
likely to be sidelined for the
rest of the season.
The Falcon Tri-captains for
this season are Steffen, Slagle
and Havel.
Miller likes the consistency
of the day-to-day work of his
team, but he is not expecting them to be perfect in
November — he just can't ask
that of them.
"Our goals won't change
when it comes to March and
certainly conference play,"
Miller said, "But we understand that we are going to
have 13 trial runs in nonconference and try to figure
out how this team needs to
be successful, how this team
needs to play."
The
nonconference
schedule allows the team
the opportunity to grow
and learn their routine.
Regardless of the outcome,
he said he wants to see how
they handle hostile environments and battle adversity,
especially against a top 20
school like Dayton.
Miller realizes that they
are a target due to the fact
that they are a young team
and that they are going to
have to be ready each and
every night.
"Bottom line is we still
have dreams, aspirations and
goals, but we are realistic and
know it's not going to happen
overnight," Miller said.

"The team that makes the
fewest errors down there (in
Oxford] and can bring their
strong offensive game is going
to win," Van De Walle said.
The Falcons' second
chance to win their way to
Geneva will come in the
more daunting match against
Northern Illinois Saturday at
theStroh.
Northern Illinois (23-5,
12-2 MAC) is riding a 12-game
win streak and sits at the
top of the powerful MAC
West along with Western
Michigan. The Huskies will
take on the Chippewas —
whom they swept in the first
match — Friday with the
number one seed in the MAC
Tournament on the line. This
could play into the Falcons'
hands, as Northern Illinois's
would have had to dedicate
the majority of its preparation
to Western rather than the
Falcons this week.
But to do this, the Falcons

will have to stop the No. 1
offense in the conference.
The Huskies are first in the
MAC in hitting percentage
(.286), kills per set (15.25)
and assists per set (14.16),
led by volleyball assassin
Lauren Wicinski.
Wicinski has the highest
hitting percentage among
outside hitters in the conference with a .319, good for
seventh overall. She is first in
kills with 531, over a hundred
more than Eastern Michigan's
Rachel Iaquaniello, who is in
second, which is phenomenal considering Northern
Illinois has averaged just 3.45
sets per match — meaning
the Huskies have swept most
opponents and missed out on
stat-boosting opportunities
by not playing the fourth and
fifth sets.
Saturday's match is going
to be a slug fest. Both teams
are poor at blocking, with the
Falcons claiming ninth place

BYRON MACX I IHf BGNtVW
JESSICA SLAGLE. BG guard No 14. Fights off Eastern Michigan guard Cassie Schrock in BG's 51-46 win m the MAC title game

in the conference and Miami
stinking it up at twelfth.
However, both are very good
at attacking, as the silver
medal for hitting percentage would currently go to the
Falcons with a.248.
The Northern Illinois
match will be the Falcons'
Senior Day. A celebration in
pre-match will honor seniors
Emily Kauth and Madison
Nitta for their four years of
hard work and dedication to
the program.
It will also be Van De
Walle's last home match.
Now in her 29th year as the
Falcons' head coach, she
announced before the season
began that it would be her
last. With 527 wins, she is the
most winning coach in MAC
history. The program encourages students to come out in
abundance to make Van De
Walle and the two seniors'
last home match a memorable one.

HOCKEY
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"He just has to be
Andrew, that's enough.

have been struggling to
score this season. They are
averaging only 1.7 goalsper-game.
Sophomore Kyle Gibbons
has been the leader in the
offense department recording a point in each of the
six games they have played
this year. Gibbons has three
goals and three assists on
the season, leading the
team in both areas.

He doesn't have to be

BAKER

who had the opportunity to
do the right thing but chose
not to. Even if it may mean
destroying the 46-year legacy of the winningest college
football coach ever, then so be
it. Just as Millen alluded to, it
makes you look at our society
and one word comes to mind:
pathetic.

From Page 5

about a few tattoos being sold
to some students illegally and
being covered up — these
are real human lives being
severely traumatized.
There are so many people

superman."
Chris Bergeron | BG Coach

Similarly to Ferris State,
Canisius has been playing
two goalies this season.
Dan Morrison and Tony
Capobianco are the goaltenders, with Capobianco
recording better numbers
so far this season.

L1SHAM: The best part of my job is helping students going through transitions.
JUSTINE: 1 like helping people use their strengths to overcome obstacles.
MARGARET: It's okay to ask for help. No one should have to cope w'th
everything by themselves.
ASH LEE: Our goal is to help students live in line with their values.
CLAIRE: Counseling can be for growth, learning, and prevention as
well as coping with problems.
PATRICIA: Not sure if we can help? Ask! Counseling can be helpful with
all kinds of things.

CONTACT

419.372.2081
www.bgsu.edu/counseling
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"Ruhlman's Twenty" inspires
creativity, good start to a meal
AMANDA Meant
KKDOXUMN5T

*
In my humble opinion,
most cookbooks suck. Many
provide faulty recipes, contain little explanation regarding technique and have such
wimpy spines that pages fall
out after one use. Even worse,
quite a few cookbook authors
assume home cooks don't
know how to hold a knife, let
alone use ingredients that
aren't pre-packaged or meats
that are on the bone.
That said, I do hold several cookbook authors in
high esteem: Nigel Slater,
Jamie Oliver, Karen Page and
Andrew Dorenburg. And definitely among this group is
Michael Ruhlman, a fantastic
food writer, a distinguished
"Iron Chef America" judge
and author of nine books,
including "Ratio" and the
widely read "The Soul of a
Chef."
His newest cookbook,
"Ruhlman's Twenty," is a
thoughtful masterpiece that
presents twenty techniques
or cooking essentials in 20
chapters and well over 100
recipes that practice these
fundamentals.
Ruhlman
explains in-depth the logic
behind each technique and
its importance in the kitchen.
The beauty of each chapter's
foreword is it serves as a lesson to those new to cooking
or as well-written reminders
to those with advanced skill
levels.
For example, I'm smitten
with the "Water" chapter.
Water in the kitchen seems
like a no-brainer, but the

way Ruhlman writes
about water shows a
respect that is refreshing and sincere. He
writes, "In its omnipresence, its seemingly unlimited nature,
we tend to overlook it
for what it is: a miracle ingredient we use
every day. Water, like
salt, is essential to the
maintenance of life,
and in the kitchen it
is equally important
as both ingredient
and tooL"
Following
Ruhlman's reflection on water, he discusses the scientific
"behavior of water,"
direct and indirect
cooking methods,
cooling and freezing, brines and flavor extraction. Each
segment
contain
articulate consideration that
highlights water's function in
the kitchen and how home
cooks can attain greatness
through water's versatility.
To test the correlation
between the chapter's foreword and its recipes, I tried
my hand at the Weekday Coq
Au Vin. The recipe's narrative
is completely clear because
of the accompanying step-bystep photographs of the recipe's instructions. Never did
I wonder if my onions were
too brown; I just consulted
the pictures to see if my
onions were similar in color
to Ruhlman's. Donna Turner
Ruhlman's photographs are
beautiful, but more importantly, they show cooks how
a recipe unfolds, something
that really sets "Ruhlman's
Twenty" apart from almost

pan and then flashfried thinly sliced
garlic. When the garlic became fragrant,
I added a couple of
pinches of homemade dried dust to
add heat. I added a
pound of freshly
steamed green beans
to the skillet and
AOaoh'aMaaltoM*
gave it all a quick stir
HTTPJ/WV/WSfRKXISfATSCOM
before tossing it
in the oven for 20
minutes. Halfway
through the roasting, I added a large
inchofsalttothc
Iskillet, and before
serving, I added a
small handful of
Iroasted almonds,
here weren't any
eftovers.
I was blown
laway by how
Ruhlman's
recipe gave me
HTTW/BlOGOIVilANDCOM
a base to work
from and inspired
all common cookbooks.
Roasting is by far one of my such off-the-cuff creativity.
favorite cooking techniques, It was a testimony that his
so I was quite excited when approach is completely effecI started reading the chap- tive and that the first chapter
ter on roasting. However, on thinking is a must-read
I was less than enthusiastic before delving too intensely
about the flatness of the Spicy into the book as whole.
Roasted Green Beans with
Since my victory with my
Cumin. The recipe needed version of roasted green
acidity and crunch: I wasn't beans, I've become obsessed
happy with it at all. However, with "Ruhlman's Twenty."
the failure I experienced with 1 flip through it with my
Ruhlman's recipe gave me an morning tea before yoga,
opportunity to practice what and I read it intently before I
Ruhlman preaches— that I turn off the lamp by my bedcould adopt this technique side at night. It's a well-craftand develop a recipe on my ed, intelligent cookbook with
own, which I did with much a sturdy spine and ribbon
bookmark that, thankfully,
success.
I preheated the oven to will withstand years of use.
450. Then I heated an iron
skillet over high heat, added
rendered bacon fat to the
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University alumna to make students 'Marve
By Erin Cox
Reporter

Any student who thinks the
University has no roads to
bigger places should plan
to attend alumna Marc
Sumerak's presentation this
month, as he has proven otherwise.
Sumerak landed his assistant editor position with
Marvel Comics before he
graduated and through them
has had the opportunity to
work on many well-known
comics such as the Avengers
and Spider-Man.
"Fortunately, Marvel was
willing to wait a few weeks for
me to get my diploma before I
had to make the move back to
the Big Apple," Sumerak said.
Sumerak attended the
University from 1996 to 2000
as a creative writing major.
"When I came to BGSU, I
planned to major in secondary education with a focus
in English," Sumerak said.
"That quickly changed when
I realized that the school had
a strong creative writing program. Within my first semester, I had decided that 1 didn't
really want to teach English, I
wanted to make it."
Sumerak
mentioned
professors
like
Mike
Czyzniejewski,
Wendell
Mayo and Fred Zackel as the

people who taught him the
true craft of storytelling and
gave him a chance to make
it in the professional writing
world.
"While they may have
helped me hone the necessary
skills, it was my semester in
New York as a Marvel Comics
intern that really kicked my
career into motion," Sumerak
said. "There, 1 was able to put
everything I'd learned at BG
to good use and it paid off in
unexpected ways."
Sumerak's first professional writing work for Marvel,
"Avengers Casebook 1999,"
was released during his senior
year at the University and not
long after he was asked to join
the Marvel Comics staff.
"As a writer and editor, I've
had the chance to work on
hundreds of comic books
and graphic novels featuring some of the world's most
recognizable characters from
Spider-Man and the Avengers
to the Hulk and Fantastic
Four," Sumerak said. "Just
having the chance to add a
few chapters to their legendary histories is more than I
could have ever imagined."
Recently Sumerak released
his own graphic novel "AllGhouls School" about a high
school girl who gets into
trouble and finds herself in a
summer school program at a
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MARC SUMERAK. an alumna will prewit as
part ol the Popular Culture Colloquia

creepy, old boarding school
called Darkmoor Academy.
"It's a little bit Harry
Potter,' a little 'Mean Girls'
and a whole lot of spooky
fun," Sumerak said.
When Sumerak presents at
the University, he plans to
talk a little about his experience in the comic book
industry, but will focus primarily on the collaborative
art form of making comic
books.
"On the printed page
comics seem simple, but in
actuality, it takes a number
of extremely talented and
devoted individuals working in perfect unison under
impossible deadlines to
bring these characters to
life each and every month,"
Sumerak said.
Sumerak is presenting as

part of the Popular Culture
Colloquia hosted by the
department of popular culture where a faculty member
or graduate of the University
presents once a month.
Professor Chuck Coletta
helped planned Sumerak's
return to the University for
the presentation.
"I met Marc about two
years ago at a comic symposium," Coletta said. "I had
never met him before, but I
heard of him and when I met
him, he couldn't have been a
nicer guy."
Pop culture second year
graduate student Travis
Limbert plans to attend
Sumerak's presentation.
"It's a unique experience
to meet an alumni who
has been out in the world
doing what they want to do,"
Limbert said.
Coletta said he thought
anybody interested in comics, graphic novels and popular culture would enjoy
coming to this presentation,
but everyone is welcome.
"It shows that you can get a
job in this field and it will be
interesting to get an insider's
perspective," Coletta said.
Sumerak will present
Thursday, Nov. 17 at 11 a.m.
in room 308 of the Union.
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Falcons keep things
classy despite weather
It's not easy being the best
dressed campus ever, you
know.
We stand up against the
notorious BG wind and
bipolar weather patterns
and still succeed in staying
stylish!
Chris, a telecommunications major, manages to
make it look easy, lie lakes
a lunch break in the Union
and wears a black North
Face layered over a red
American Eagle flannel.
Chris' AE dark denim is
accentuated by his fresh
white kicks designed by
Aldo Shoes.
Aldo is a high fashion
shoe store producing high
quality footwear for young
adults. Their fresh-off the
runway looks usually are
pretty pricey, but with the

ever changing trends of
the fashion industry, their
clearance section is filled
with up-to-date styles.
The website, aldoshoes.
com, is featuring 30 percent
off women's boots. Many of
the more expensive styles
are priced $25 and under.
Women's ankle boots
in white and gray are the
perfect solution for those
awkward days here at BG
that make you ask yourself,
"Lace ups or UGGS?"
Men's casual sneakers in
neutral colors have been
reduced from $65 to $30,
critical for containing thai
college student budget.
Check out all the styles
in the stunning collection
at aldoshoes.com, and stay
fashionable. Falcons!
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New York Voices
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419(372-8171 or 800/589-2224.
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There was a lime where
D.C. emcee, Wale was sought
as (he ever-elusive, "savior" of
hip-hop. Thai lime was 2007.
He continued to be branded as the next big thing up
until his underperforming debut album "Attention
Deficit," which was released
in 2009, almost exactly two
years ago.
After that Wale traded
Mark Ronson and Allido
Records for Rick Ross and
his MMG team. Wale spent
much of 2010 and 2011 building a reputation among
mainstream rap fans making appearances on the huge
Waka l-'locka club banger "No
Hands" and several tracks
off of the MMG compilation
album.
Wale's sophomore effort,
the first overseen by new
boss Rick Ross, "Ambition"
is a definite and fully conscious different record than
his poor-selling debut.
While Wale has always
been lyrically proficient on
the mic, from day one he
always seemed to lack any
presence and personality
while delivering his verses.
This was the main problem with his (in my opinion

underrated) debut album.
On "Ambition" Wale has
found a sense of self and is
rapping with more ferocity
than I've ever heard from the
DC wordsmith in the four
years I've been loosely following his work.
Opening tracks "Don't
Hold Your Applause" and
"Double M Genius" showcase Wale's hunger and are
great tracks despite rather
annoying, unimaginative
hooks. "Miami Nights" is an
ode to his new boss' hometown, and despite a LeBron
shootout (yeah, I'm still bitter), it is one of the album's
best cuts.
Wale further showcases his
"Ambition" on two D) Toomp
tracks (the man responsible
for Tl's "What You Know"),
"Legendary" and "No Days
Off." And KiD QlDi and Wale
set their differences aside
to collaborate on one of the
best tracks on the album,
"Focused." where CuDi delivers a monster hook that will
definitely make a dent on
popular radio.
Wale's MMG labelmates
appear on the album's best
cut. the T-Minus produced
title track. And Big Sean
trade verses on "Slight Work."

which is sure to be a huge
club hit.
The main draw back on
"Ambition" isreallythelackof
variety Wale gives us. On his
first LP he touched on many
different topics on tracks
like "Contemplate," "90210,"
"Shades" and "Diary."
On his MMG debut, he
basically has "ambitious"
raps and his "girl" tracks,
which include "Lotus Mower
Bomb," "Sabotage," "White
Linen (Coolin1)" and "That
Way."
Not that any of these tracks
are bad, but they become
redundant and sort of forced.
With "Ambition" reaching
number two on Billboard
this week, it's clear that Wale
teaming up with Rick Ross
paid off financially. And
while this album is pretty
consistent and has plenty of
bangers, it just seems to lack
that extra something that
separates a good album from
a great album.
And while in many ways
"Ambition" is better than
"Attention Deficit" (and in
many ways, not), Wale still
seems to be lacking that extra
something that separates a
good rapper from a great rapper.

DID YOU KNOW...
Vou share your birthday i*»iih ai least
9 million people in the world
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ACROSS
1 Use a rotary phone
5 Common movie theater name
meaning '|eweT
10 Cheat (out of)
14 Regarding
15 Accustom (to)
16 Cad
17 Armstrong who took a "giant
leap (or mankind'
18 1966 Tommy James and the
Shondeils hit
20 Release
22 Comes up, as the sun
23 Not working
24 Knock lor a loop
26 1958 Connie Francis hit
30 Printer's widths
33 Is wearing
34 First application line to fill in
35 Sheep sound
36 'My turn to bat!'
37 Untrue
39 List ot choices
40 Fed. pollution monitor

1 Pioneer Boone. (olksily
2 'Understood'
3 Working busily
4 Sweet sucker
5 Took!"
6 "Right away!"
7 Popular wedding month
8 Comedic TV alien's planet
9 Turn you hang, in slang
10 Scarecrow's lack
11 Electrified particles
12 Gospel writer
13 Islets
19 Bluenose
21 Thor's father
24 Luxury hotel bathroom
features
25 Clock readout
26 Acts skittish
27 Florida city on its own
bay
28 Pub order, with "the"

29 Dark

:

■

30 Thumbs-up reviewer
31 "Olympia" painter
Edouard
32 Riyadh resident
37 Goat-man of mytti
38 Painting and sculpture,
e.g.

41 Rani's wrap
42 Gave a hoot
43 Mmeo of 'Rebel Without a
Cause'
44 1956 Little Richard hit
47 Puts on
48 1982 Disney sci-fi film
49 Wedding site
52 Dinner alternative, on a
39-Across
56 1965 Sam the Sham and the
Pharaohs hit
59 Cat that roars
60 Auditorium
61 Remark between actor and
audience
62 Aware of
63 Nothing but
64 Do a lawn job
65 Mellows, as win

Hawaiian volcano
Building level
Swamp beast
"That's good enough
On edge, as nerves
Dawdle
Dr. Seuss's "Horton
Hears '
Bank offer
Bridge crossing
charge
Father-daughter boxers
Workplace for the
52-Down
Handy bag
Grandson of Adam
who reputedly lived
to 905
Place for a dnnk
Consume
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CHECK ONLINE THIS WEEKEND FOR:
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Help Wanted

For Rent

Interviewing hard-working,
trusting & positive Individuals
looking for supplemental income
in a fun. relaxed work atmosphere
for home/office cleaning.
1-4 MORNINGS per week
Call 330-620-6927 for more info.

1BR apt. avail. Jan 1st. across
from campus. S350/mo plus utils.
E-mail, bdharl@bgsu.edu
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Help Wanted
"Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers Flex, hrs, only
15-20 minutes Irom BG 908o of
past servers are from BGSU!
Apply in person at
465 W Dussel Dr. Maumee. OH
(419)893-2290
Person w/ MS living indepentantly
seeks PT STNA. HHA or cert IP
for help with driving, meals,
cleaning and every day needs
Flex hrs Valid drivers licence req.
Call 419-441-2588 for more info
Seasonal position at local CPA
firm, 20-30 hrsrwk. could split
between two individuals.
Personable individual to perform
data entry process tax returns.
greet clients, answer phones.
Attention to detail & accuracy
req Flex work schedule S10mr.
Submit resume to
bfjiob2012Ogmail.com
Bartending, up to S300/day
No exp needed, training crse
avail, call 800-965-6520 X174

For Rent
•RENTING HOUSES 2012-13SY
Wooster, S Coll 8 APTS +MORE!
also rms S225 and Jan 2012 apts
419-353-0325 / cartyrentals com
2 S 3 BR apts & townhouses.
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th Sts
Avail May 2012, pets welcome!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com
3BR houses. 2 car garage. W/D.
AC. 1 yr lease, 2012-13 8.y
S1200/mo plus utils
949 Scott Hamilton.138 Williams.
Call 419-654-9512
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 • 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F
www.BGApartments.com
HOUSES close to campus1
2012-2013 May/August
Leases now availble1

Subleaser for apt, female pret.

avail NOW!,$425/mo.
Email, kgallowi8bg8u.edu
Subleaser wanted for 1 BR apt,
furnished. S350'mo plus utilities,
Lease runs Dec to May.
email: bscott@bg8u.edu

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

• 1+2 BR
Apartments Available •
• Semester Leases •
* Minutes from BGSU..
• Pet friendly' community •
* Utilities included •

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

Call 419-352-6064 or

IS

www.froboserentals com

BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2012
Anwiitits induded in many of our houses:

■i i

furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Lnrgeyards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Mast homes are NEW or REMODELED
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419-262-2.114

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
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HOUSING

Air conditioning
Sas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from COTPUS
May or August leases
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

CREENBRIAR, INC.

Great Give-A-Ways
to the first 250 Students
Raffle Prizes and
FREE FOOD
TALK TO
Rental Mgmt. Companies
Office of the Dean of Students
Office of Residence Life
Student Legal Services
Student Money Management
BG City Departments
BGSU Dining
SPONSORED BY
PNC Bank
Off-Campus Student Services
Wood County Apartment Assoc
Office of Residence Life
BGSU Bookstore
BGSU Dining
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CONTACT INFO
419-372-2843 I oHcampusObgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/offcampus
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